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Abstract   45 
Indirect effects are powerful influences in ecosystems that may maintain species diversity 46 
and alter apparent relationships between species in surprising ways.  Here, we applied Network 47 
Environ Analysis to 50 empirically-based trophic ecosystem models to test the hypothesis that 48 
indirect flows dominate direct flows in ecosystem networks.  Further, we used Monte Carlo 49 
based perturbations to investigate the robustness of these results to potential error in the 50 
underlying data.  To explain our findings, we further investigated the importance of the microbial 51 
food web in recycling energy-matter using components of the Finn Cycling Index and analysis of 52 
Environ Centrality.  We found that indirect flows dominate direct flows in 37/50 (74.0%) 53 
models.  This increases to 31/35 (88.5%) models when we consider only models that have 54 
cycling structure and a representation of the microbial food web.  The uncertainty analysis 55 
reveals that there is less error in the I/D values than the ±5% error introduced into the models, 56 
suggesting the results are robust to uncertainty.  Our results show that the microbial food web 57 
mediates a substantial percentage of cycling in some systems (median = 30.2%), but its role is 58 
highly variable in these models, in agreement with the literature.  Our results, combined with 59 
previous work, strongly suggest that indirect effects are dominant components of activity in 60 
ecosystems.   61 
1 Introduction 62 
 What is an example of an isolated individual?  Given that metabolism and reproduction 63 
are two criteria for living entities, no organism can be isolated (Jørgensen et al., 1992, 1999; 64 
Wilkinsin, 2006).   Heterotrophs must consume carbon sources and autotrophs utilize nutrients 65 
within the soil or water that were made available by other living things.  Sexual reproduction 66 
typically requires another individual of the same species. Thus, at a fundamental level, organisms 67 
must interact with their environment to grow, reach maturity, and reproduce.  From these most 68 
basic interactions necessary for life develops the complex ecological community.  In this paper 69 
we elucidated a part of ecosystem complexity by testing the generality of the systems ecology 70 
hypothesis that indirect effects tend to dominate direct effects in ecosystem interaction networks.  71 
Indirect effects can have powerful influences on ecosystem functioning (e.g. Abrams et 72 
al., 1996; Higashi and Patten, 1989; Menge, 1997; Patten, 1983; Wootton, 1993, 1994; Yodzis, 73 
1988). For example, they have been found to help maintain diversity (Bever, 1999, 2002) and 74 
contribute to the success of a particular habitat patch (Diekötter et al., 2007).  Indirect effects 75 
also can produce surprising relationships between species (Bondavalli and Ulanowicz, 1999), 76 
and can result in overall positive interactions despite local negative direct interactions (Fath and 77 
Patten, 1998; Patten, 1991; Ulanowicz and Puccia, 1990).  In addition, indirect effects can 78 
develop rapidly in ecosystems (Borrett et al., 2010; Menge, 1997).  Given these diverse impacts, 79 
it is clear that understanding indirect effects is necessary to understand the processes that create, 80 
constrain, and sustain ecosystems. 81 
This understanding is challenging to achieve given the difficulty in empirically studying 82 
indirect effects, necessitating the need for alternative approaches such as Network Environ 83 
Analysis (NEA).  NEA is applied to ecosystem models of energy-matter flow and can be used to 84 
study indirect flows of energy (e.g. Fath and Borrett, 2006; Fath and Patten, 1999; Patten et al., 85 
1976).  The ecosystem network models we used in this work are simplified representations of 86 
ecosystems that trace the path of energy–matter flux through the system.  In these models, nodes 87 
represent species, groups of species, or abiotic resource pools while the directed links represent 88 
the flow of energy–matter.  NEA lets us partition these flows into direct and indirect 89 
components.  Indirect flows are those in which a species receives energy indirectly from another 90 
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species, such as when a polar bear receives energy from krill by consuming penguins that 91 
directly ate the krill.  These indirect flows were the basis of our investigations.  92 
We used NEA to test the hypothesis that the amount of energy flowing over indirect 93 
pathways tends to exceed the amount of energy flowing over direct pathways in ecosystems, a 94 
hypothesis that emerged in early applications of NEA (Patten, 1983, 1984, 1985).  Higashi and 95 
Patten (1986, 1989) argued that the dominance of indirect flows over direct flows should be a 96 
general phenomenon by showing algebraically that indirect flow tends to increase with system 97 
size, connectance, cycling, and magnitude of direct flows.  The hypotheses concerning system 98 
size and cycling are further supported by an analysis of large hypothetical ecosystem models 99 
built from a community assembly algorithm (Fath, 2004).  These studies suggest that the 100 
dominance of indirect flows has the potential to occur in real ecosystems, but few studies report 101 
this phenomenon in empirically derived models (but see e.g. Borrett et al., 2006; Patten, 1983).  102 
Thus, the generality of the hypothesis in models of real systems remains to be tested.  Further, 103 
little is known regarding the sensitivity of the results to uncertainty in the data used for network 104 
model construction (e.g., Borrett and Osidele, 2009; Kaufmann and Borrett, 2010).   105 
 There are many different types of indirect effects (Strauss, 1991 and Wootton, 1993; 106 
1994), and NEA can capture those that are and are affected by energy–matter transactions.  107 
Indirect flows are a subset of indirect effects, but the former has the ability to reflect a wider 108 
range of indirect effects than feeding relationships.  Indirect effects have the ability to increase, 109 
decrease, or have no affect on indirect flows.  For example, a meta-analysis by Preisser et al. 110 
(2005) suggests that the act of intimidation of predators on prey results in reduced resource 111 
acquisition by the prey species.  The larger the intimidation effect of predators on prey, the 112 
smaller the flows of energy to the prey species.  While NEA does not capture all types of indirect 113 
effects, the consequences of many are reflected in energy transfers.  Therefore, by comparing the 114 
intensity of indirect flows to direct flows, we are estimating the magnitude of indirect effects.  115 
More importantly, this estimation should tend to be conservative given the possibility of indirect 116 
effects that minimize the strength of indirect flows.  117 
 To understand the variability of the relative importance of indirect effects, we further 118 
investigated the species essential to energy–matter cycling. The microbial food web plays an 119 
important role in mediating energy–matter cycling.  Much of the carbon fixed by primary 120 
producers is released as particulate and dissolved organic matter.  Dissolved organic carbon 121 
(DOC) is a significant source of carbon for bacteria (Larsson and Hagström, 1982) and it is this 122 
relationship that is largely the basis of the microbial food web (Hart et al., 2000), which includes 123 
benthic and pelagic bacteria, ciliates, flagellates, and microzooplankton.  Particulate organic 124 
carbon (POC) from plant material and animal wastes is also a medium for microbial colonization 125 
(Fenchel, 1970).  The functioning of the microbial web and loop can reintroduce the energy-126 
matter in DOC and other detrital groups to the larger metazoan food web (Azam et al., 1983; 127 
Pomeroy, 1974).  Microzooplankton also are important to the flow of energy in the system as 128 
they make available the energy in nano- and picoplankton to larger consumers (Sherr and Sherr, 129 
1988).  The importance of detritus and the microbial food web has been recognized for a variety 130 
of aquatic systems, from rivers to lakes to coastal systems (Mann, 1988).  However, the amount 131 
of primary production that actually passes through the microbial food web as a conduit to the 132 
metazoan food web is highly variable (as in Hart et al., 2000) and system dependent (Hart et al., 133 
2000; Sommer et al., 2002).  In summary, the microbial food web should be considered when 134 
investigating the pathways of carbon flow given its importance to the recycling process.      135 
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 In this work we specifically tested four hypotheses.  First, we tested the generality of the 136 
dominance of indirect effects hypothesis in a set of 50 empirically-derived ecosystem models.  137 
Second, we tested the idea that indirect flows through an ecosystem network tend to increase 138 
with system size, connectance, cycling, and direct flow.  Third, we tested the robustness of the 139 
analytical results to potential data uncertainty in the network models using an uncertainty 140 
analysis.  Finally, given the generally important role of the microbial food web in ecosystem 141 
carbon flow, we tested the hypothesis that the representation and importance of this subweb in 142 
the models helps explain why indirect flows do or do not dominate in these ecosystems.   143 
2 Methods and Materials 144 
2.1 Model Database 145 
 To test the hypothesis that indirect flows are dominant in ecosystems, we analyzed 50 146 
ecosystem models using NEA.  To build our database of empirically derived ecosystem models, 147 
we started with Ulanowicz’s data set (http://www.cbl.umces.edu/~ulan/) and then continued to 148 
search for models published in the literature.  For this study, we selected ecosystems models that 149 
focused on trophic interactions that typically trace the movement of carbon or energy.  We 150 
excluded models that might be considered more biogeochemically based (see Christian, et al. 151 
1996; Baird, et al. 2008; and Borrett, 2010 for more on this distinction).  We also selected 152 
models that were at least minimally empirically based.  These models were designed for a 153 
specific system and parameterized with some information gathered from the field.  However, 154 
some literature values from related systems or best approximations may also have been used.  155 
Thus, the models range in the extent to which they were empirically derived, as some are largely 156 
field based and would be considered more empirical than those that are based solely on literature.  157 
Table 1 lists the ecosystem network models used in this study and describes some of the key 158 
features of the models.   159 
This collection of 50 network models represents 35 distinct mostly freshwater and marine 160 
systems.  Some of the models represent the same system at different times of the year or under 161 
different ecological conditions.  Our database includes 18 of 48 models found in Ulanowicz’s 162 
collection.  Many of the models were initially reported at steady-state (inputs = outputs), but we 163 
balanced 15/50 of the models using the AVG2 algorithm (Allesina and Bondavalli, 2003) to 164 
meet the assumptions of NEA (see next section).  These are the same models used by Borrett and 165 
Salas (2010) to test the resource homogenization systems ecology hypotheses.   166 
2.2 Network Environ Analysis 167 
2.2.1  Network Model Information 168 
We applied NEA to all models using a modified version of the NEA.m MATLAB 169 
function (Fath and Borrett, 2006).  Here we introduce the analysis using a hypothetical example 170 
model of an oversimplified ecosystem network consisting of detritus, bacteria, amphipods, and 171 
blue crabs (Figure 1a).  In this example, the number of nodes, n, in the network is 4.  The 172 
adjacency matrix (An x n = aij) captures the structural information of the network.  When there is a 173 
flow from j to i, aij = 1, and aij = 0 otherwise.  Note that NEA uses a column to row orientation.  174 
In our example, bacteria decompose detritus, resulting in a 1 in the matrix at a21.  The amount of 175 
energy-matter flowing between the nodes is represented in the Fn x n = fij matrix (Figure 1a), in 176 
which the 1’s of the adjacency matrix are replaced by the estimated flow values with general 177 
units of M L-2 or -3 T-1 in mass, length, and time dimensions.  Transfer of energy across the system 178 
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boundary is represented in and , which are vectors of the boundary inputs and outputs, 179 
respectively (Figure 1a).  The former includes processes such as immigration or transport of 180 
organic material into the system.  The latter includes processes such as fishing, emigration, and 181 
transport of organic material out of the system.  Also included in is respiration from all living 182 
nodes.  With this system information, we can begin our analysis. 183 
2.2.2  Throughflow Analysis   184 
Node throughflow is the amount of energy or matter that flows through each node.  This 185 
can be calculated from an input or output  perspective.  Tin sums 186 
all flows into node i from nodes j, and adds to this quantity the boundary inputs into node i, 187 
while Tout sums all flows that exit node j to go to nodes i, in addition to the boundary outputs 188 
from node j.  At steady state, Tin = Tout = T = (Tj,) where Tj is the total amount of energy entering 189 
or exiting each node j.  Total system throughflow ( ) is the total amount of energy or 190 
matter that flows through the system, and its meaning can be likened to a gross domestic product 191 
(GDP).  GDP is the total monetary flow of a country’s economy, and TST is the total substance 192 
flow in an ecosystem.  193 
Next, we determine the direct flow intensity, , between any two nodes.  Using an 194 
output perspective, we divide the values in each row i of the F matrix by node throughflow, 195 
.  Thus, gij is the percentage of each node’s throughflow that goes to each 196 
node with which it directly interacts.  For example, in Figure 1b 33% of bacteria’s energy flows 197 
to detritus.   198 
Both A and G can be raised to exponents to examine indirect pathways and flow 199 
intensities.  The matrix A2, for example, gives the numbers of pathways of length two (m = 2) 200 
that exist between all node pairs.  The matrix G2 gives the flow intensities between the node pairs 201 
over these pathways of length two.  For example, there is one indirect pathway of length 2 from 202 
amphipods to bacteria (via detritus), and 33% of the amphipod’s energy flows to bacteria via this 203 
indirect pathway (Figure 1b).   The same interpretation can be given to Am and Gm for any m.  204 
Thus, the flow intensity between the nodes in the network over all indirect path lengths (m > 2) is 205 
equal to . 206 
If the system graph is a single strongly connected component such that each node is 207 
reachable from every other node by a pathway of some length, then the Gm matrix will be 208 
entirely composed of non-zero numbers by some value of m (see Borrett et al., 2007, 2010).  209 
This contrasts with the direct flow intensity matrix G, which in almost all cases will have many 210 
zeros as it is unlikely there are direct connections between all nodes.  An analysis of pathways 211 
through the A and G matrices with increasing m can be found in more detail in Patten (1985).  In 212 
our example (Figure 1b), we see that G2 has 8 zeros, versus 10 in the G matrix, and G10 has no 213 
zero values.  This is significant because it reveals that all nodes are connected indirectly via 214 
indirect paths.  Even though the quantity of energy flowing over paths of increasing length tends 215 
to decrease due to dissipation, longer paths are still being utilized and may significantly 216 
contribute to TST (Borrett et al. 2010).  Each node receives some contribution to its throughflow 217 
from each and every other node from which it is reachable, further suggesting that indirect flows 218 
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are an important consideration.  The Gm matrix series can be used to determine the integral or 219 
total flow intensity, which is captured in the matrix N: 220 
                                 .                                  (1)              221 
The matrix identity, = I, is an n x n matrix of zeros with ones along the principle diagonal 222 
and is used to map in the boundary inputs, G1 is the direct flow intensity, and Gm is the indirect 223 
flow intensity over paths of length m.  Each element in N represents the total flow intensity 224 
between the nodes represented by that element’s row and column.  Multiplication by  generates 225 
the realized flow values (Borrett et al. 2006; Borrett and Freeze, in press).  These values can be 226 
summed to return the total system throughflow as 227 
                            .                                     (2)                                                     228 
The power series in equation 1 should be convergent because ecosystems are thermodynamically 229 
open (Jørgensen et al., 1999) and energy-matter is lost at each transfer.  Thus, we can determine 230 
N exactly using the identity N = (I – G)−1.   231 
We can use equation 2 to determine the amount of indirect flow relative to direct flow as 232 
                                         
  
€ 
I D =
N z − G z − I z ∑∑∑
G z ∑
.                                            (3) 233 
If the I/D ratio is greater than one, it indicates that the magnitude of indirect flow is greater than 234 
direct flow.  This would be evidence to support the dominance of indirect effects hypothesis. 235 
If we divide both sides of equation (2) by , we obtain the relative proportions of TST 236 
derived from boundary, direct, and indirect flows.  Indirect flow intensity (IFI) is the proportion 237 
of total system throughflow derived from indirect pathways and direct flow intensity (DFI) is the 238 
proportion of total system throughflow due to direct pathways.  Specifically, IFI and DFI are 239 
calculated as  240 
                                               , and                                                         (4) 241 
                                                       .                                                                      (5) 242 
To test the generality of the dominance of indirect flows (hypothesis 1), we calculated I/D for the 243 
models in our data set.  Further, we used a linear regression and Spearman’s rank correlation test 244 
to test the hypothesized relationship between IFI and recycling, DFI, system size, and 245 
connectance ( , where L is the number of links in the network).   246 
2.3 Contributions of nodes to system flux 247 
 To test the hypothesized importance of the microbial food web in energy–matter cycling 248 
(hypothesis 4), we used two approaches: a partitioning of recycled matter into the fraction 249 
derived from the microbial food web and other compartments, and Environ Centrality (EC).   250 
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2.3.1 Recycling 251 
In contrast to the decomposition of TST described in section 2.2.2, Finn (1976) 252 
introduced an alternative decomposition.  He distinguished between flow from cyclic and acyclic 253 
pathways: . Cyclic flow is determined as: 254 
                                                                                                                  (6) 255 
He then constructed what is known as the Finn Cycling Index (FCI) as: . 256 
Here, we subsetted the FCI to investigate the contribution of microbial food web to 257 
system recycling.  We first identified the nodes in each model that represent microbial 258 
organisms.  For convenience, we will conceptually reorder our network so that the first 1, 2, …, k 259 
compartments are associated with the microbial food web.  Then, we can partition the traditional 260 
FCI (Finn 1976; 1980) into the fraction mediated by the microbial food web (MFW) and the 261 
remainder of the nodes (other): 262 
                                                            .                                                   (7) 263 
Therefore, the percentage of the system’s cycling that is mediated by the microbial food web can 264 
be calculated by: 265 
                                                                                                       (8) 266 
2.3.2  Environ Centrality  267 
 To further characterize the role of specific nodes, selected network models were analyzed 268 
using environ centrality (EC; Fann, 2009).  Centrality is a social science concept that “describes 269 
the location of individuals in terms of how close they are to the center of action in the network” 270 
(Hanneman and Riddle, 2005).  Borgatti and Everett (2006) and Wasserman and Faust (1994) 271 
provide more detail on this concept.  Fann (2009) introduced an environ based centrality metric 272 
that determines the role of each node in generating the total system throughflow.  Following 273 
Estrada (2010), it is a globally weighted walks-based metric most similar to eigenvector 274 
centrality.  This metric can be calculated for the input (ECin) or output perspective (ECout), and 275 
the average of the two orientations was used here (average environ centrality, AEC).   276 
                                                                     (9) 277 
                                                                                                                 (10) 278 
                                                             .                                                   (11) 279 
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Thus, AEC gives the average proportional contribution that each node is making to total flow 280 
intensity.  This metric indicates the relative significance of the nodes in generating system 281 
activity.  We calculated this metric for the St. Marks seagrass system to better explain our 282 
results.   283 
2.4 Analytical Robustness 284 
 We examined the reliability of our analytical results in two distinct ways; one addresses 285 
the potential problems caused by decisions made in the construction of the models and the other 286 
addresses the reliability of the models themselves to be reasonable representations of the 287 
underlying systems they represent.  288 
2.4.1 Model Structure 289 
Ecosystem network models range in their ability to reflect the actual underlying system 290 
and general overall quality.  We initially choose to include all models available that have an 291 
empirical basis because the dominance of indirect flows is hypothesized to hold true for most 292 
networks.  Yet all the models do not include the characteristics necessary to represent carbon 293 
flow that we believe are critical to be present for our work.  Therefore, we did two analyses, one 294 
on the set of all models (Model Set 1) and another on those that meet more stringent criteria 295 
(Model Set 2).  These criteria for Model Set 2 were that the model must 1) have network 296 
architecture that allows cycling, and 2) include species that are critical in mediating the process 297 
of energy cycling.  These characteristics are necessary because cycles are known to be important 298 
components of ecosystem structure and function (Azam et al. 1986; Fath and Halnes 2007; 299 
Patten 1985).  Species that must be included for adequate representation of the process of energy 300 
cycling include those of the microbial food web, as previously discussed.  Model Set 2 is 301 
composed of 35 models representing 23 distinct systems.     302 
2.4.2 Uncertainty Analysis  303 
 We tested the uncertainty in the I/D flow ratio to potential error in the model flow values 304 
(hypothesis 3) using a Monte Carlo procedure.  Borrett and Osidele (2007) hypothesized that 305 
these results should be robust; here we tested this hypothesis.  We constructed 10,000 models in 306 
which the original flow values were perturbed by ± 5%.  We used the outputs for each node to 307 
rebalance the models by either subtracting or adding the amount of the change in the inputs of 308 
the node to that node’s boundary output.  This procedure allows the architecture, inputs, and the 309 
general distributions of flows for each network model to be maintained.  Any modified model 310 
with a negative output was treated as a failed model because a negative loss does not make 311 
thermodynamic sense.  We generated 10,000 successful models for each network model and 312 
applied NEA on each to estimate the analysis uncertainty.    313 
3 Results   314 
 Our results generally confirm that indirect flows tend to dominate direct flows in 315 
empirically based networks.  We present the evidence for each specific hypothesis in turn.   316 
3.1 Dominance of Indirect Flows 317 
 Indirect flows dominate direct flows in 37 models out of 50 (74%) when the entire set of 318 
networks was considered (Figure 2, Model Set 1, all bars).  When only models that met our more 319 
stringent set of criteria were considered, 31 models out of 35 (88.5%) show dominance of 320 
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indirect flows (Figure 2, Model Set 2, black bars only).  In Model Set 2, the St. Marks seagrass 321 
sites 3 and 4 and Cypress wet and dry seasons have an I/D <1.  322 
 Each of the 50 models in our data set are not necessarily independent given that some of 323 
the models reflect the same system, but under different ecological conditions or times of the 324 
year.  However, they are not statistical replicates either.  Given this ambiguity in the number of 325 
independent samples within our dataset, we also considered the results with respect to the 326 
number of distinct systems as opposed to models.  When we do so, 27/35 systems (77.1%) 327 
exhibit dominance of indirect flows when all systems are considered.  When only those systems 328 
that are used in Model Set 2 are analyzed this way, 21/23 systems (91.3%) support the 329 
hypothesis.  Not included in the numerator of these calculations is the St. Marks Seagrass 330 
system, which has sites that both do and do not exhibit dominance of indirect flows. 331 
3.2 Model Features Influencing Indirect Flows 332 
System size n (r2 = 0.069; p = 0.06) and connectance C (r2 = 0.022; p = 0.31) do not 333 
explain much variation in IFI (Figure 3a and 3b, respectively).  This is supported by Spearman’s 334 
rank correlation test, as results were non-significant between IFI and both n and C (p = 0.078; ρ 335 
= -0.25 and p = 0.34; ρ = 0.14, respectively).  In contrast, cycling does appear to have a positive 336 
nonlinear relationship with the magnitude of IFI (Figure 3d).  We did not do a linear regression 337 
analysis of the relationship between DFI and FCI on IFI because these indicators are not 338 
independent calculations, violating the assumptions of the statistical method.  However, the 339 
results of Spearman’s rank correlation test show a significant correlation between IFI and both 340 
DFI and FCI (p < 0.05; ρ = -0.67 and p < 0.05; ρ = 0.88, respectively). 341 
3.3 Analytical Robustness 342 
 For our uncertainty analysis, we randomly added ±5% (uniform random distribution) to 343 
the observed flows.  In 34 out of 50 models we generated failed perturbed models because when 344 
balancing the model one or more adjusted values became negative.  The number of failures 345 
ranged from 1,256 for Ythan Estuary to 464,485 for Cypress dry season.  We found it impossible 346 
to generate 10,000 models in a reasonable time period with ±5% error for the Florida Bay wet 347 
and dry seasons.  As these models have 14 zeros in the original output vector, we were unable to 348 
get 10,000 perturbed models that met our constraints.  After generating the perturbed models, we 349 
verified that the maximum error was 5%, minimum error –5%, and median and mean error ≈ 0.              350 
 The error bars on Figure 2 show the full range of I/D uncertainties generated by our 351 
analysis, but here we will focus on the interquartile ranges, as this is more representative.  The 352 
interquartile ranges are small indicating that the I/D values are fairly robust to ±5% error in the 353 
flow values.  We divided these interquartile ranges by the actual I/D values and multiplied by 354 
100 to determine the percent uncertainty in I/D.  The min is 1.18%, median 2.47%, and max 355 
5.56%.  This suggests that the uncertainty in I/D is less than the range of uncertainty (10%) in the 356 
data used to construct the models.  Most importantly, this uncertainty in I/D does not lead to a 357 
change in the qualitative interpretation of the ratio for any of the models.  However, when we 358 
consider the min and max values instead of the 1st and 3rd quartiles, we do see that the qualitative 359 
interpretation can change for the Cone Springs and Northern Benguela Estuary models from 360 
indirect flow dominance to direct flow dominance (Figure 2).  361 
3.4 Microbial Food Web Contributions to System Behavior 362 
 The microbial food web mediates a large percentage of cycling in many of the models in 363 
Model Set 2 (Figure 4).  The highest percentage is for the Florida Bay wet season model with 364 
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58.2% and the lowest is Swartkops Estuary at 0%.  The median value for all models in Figure 4 365 
is 30.2% (Bothnian Bay), and in 17/35 models over a quarter of the cycling is attributed to the 366 
microbial food web components.  There was no significant linear relationship between IFI and 367 
microbial food web FCI (r2 = 0.014, p = 0.50) and results of Spearman’s correlation test were 368 
non-significant (p = 0.42; ρ = -0.14). 369 
 Sites 1 and 2 within the St. Marks seagrass show dominance of indirect flows while sites 370 
3 and 4 do not.  To explain this difference, we used EC analysis on these six models (Figure 5) to 371 
identify potential differences in the roles of microbial food web compartments.  We first 372 
observed that where most of the species have a similar role in generating TST, there are a few 373 
dominant nodes that contribute to the system behavior.  In sites 1 and 2 the top three nodes 374 
contributing to total system throughflow are sediment POC, benthic bacteria, and meiofauna, 375 
except for in site 2 (Jan) the third position is taken by suspended POC.  Benthic bacteria mediate 376 
an average of 9.8% of TST in site 1 and 7.8 % in site 2.  In site 3 the top three nodes generating 377 
system activity are sediment POC, predatory gastropods, and spot; in site 4 these nodes are 378 
sediment POC, benthic bacteria, and predatory gastropods.  Benthic bacteria only mediates 2.6% 379 
of TST in site 3 and 4.5% in site 4.  This analysis shows that the impact of the microbial food 380 
web is reduced in sites 3 and 4 when compared to sites 1 and 2.    381 
4 Discussion 382 
 In this paper we tested the generality of the dominance of indirect flows hypothesis on 50 383 
empirically-based ecosystem models using NEA.  We found that indirect flows dominate in the 384 
majority but not all of the models.  When the hypothesis was tested on a subset of the models 385 
that have the model structure and species necessary to better represent energy–matter cycling, the 386 
evidence is stronger.  We also tested the hypotheses relating to the magnitude of indirect flow, 387 
and we found no clear relationship between IFI and the magnitude of system size and 388 
connectance.  There is a significant correlation, however, between IFI and direct flow intensity 389 
and cycling.  Our analysis suggests that our NEA results are robust to model uncertainty.  Lastly, 390 
the results of the node level FCI and EC support the hypothesis that the microbial food web is an 391 
important factor in the dominance of indirect effects.  The amount of cycling mediated by the 392 
microbial food web cannot be used to predict the amount of indirect flow, yet the observed range 393 
in this value reflects the variation predicted by the literature (as in Hart et al., 2000).  In sum, our 394 
evidence supports that indirect energy flows are just as significant, if not more so, than the 395 
observed direct feeding behavior, as seen in this study supporting the dominance of indirect 396 
flows hypothesis.    397 
4.1 Confidence in NEA Results 398 
 The qualitative interpretation of the I/D ratios can be made with reasonable confidence, 399 
as shown by the results of the uncertainty analysis.  None of the I/D values for any of the models 400 
change its qualitative interpretation when the error is introduced using the interquartile range and 401 
only two when using the full range.  Interestingly, the uncertainty in the NEA results is less than 402 
the uncertainty introduced into the data.  This is similar to the patterns found previously for 403 
network homogenization, another whole system property (Borrett and Salas 2010), and through 404 
different methods of analyzing uncertainty (Borrett and Osidele 2007).  Further, this is similar to 405 
results reported for the Ascendant Perspective of Ecological Network Analysis (ENA) (Kaufman 406 
and Borrett, 2010; Kones et al., 2009).   407 
While it would be ideal to test a larger percent error, doing so consistently for all models 408 
was prohibited by the thermodynamic constraints of the analysis.  Therefore, our conclusions of 409 
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the robustness of the results of NEA to data uncertainty are limited to a smaller error range.  410 
However, we did observe that variation remained small for successful attempts using larger 411 
percent errors (data not shown).   412 
4.2 Evidence for Dominance of Indirect Flows 413 
The original dominance of indirect effects hypothesis (Higashi and Patten, 1986, 1989; 414 
Patten, 1982) suggested that indirect flows should tend to dominate in the majority of ecosystem 415 
networks.  Our work supports this hypothesis as 74% of all the models had I > D.  However, all 416 
the models in our dataset may not all be suitable to address our specific question.  While these 417 
models may have been appropriate to address the questions for which they were designed, it does 418 
not imply that they can be used broadly for all network questions.  Fath (2007) provides 419 
guidelines for network construction, one of which is exhaustiveness.  A model can only be 420 
exhaustive if system components are aggregated together which results in diverse and maybe 421 
heterogeneous nodes.  However, ecosystem models of energy–matter should explicitly include 422 
the species that mediate the important ecosystem processes.  Decomposition is one such process, 423 
which is critical in the cycling of carbon and ecosystem functioning.  The explicit representation 424 
of detrital compartments has been shown to influence the results of trophic modeling (e.g. 425 
Allesina et al., 2005; Edwards, 2001; Fath and Halnes, 2007).  Also vital to the adequate 426 
representation of carbon flow are the species that mediate this decomposition and their microbial 427 
consumers, and species that consume small phytoplankton.  We found that models with some 428 
explicit representation of the microbial food web tended to have more recycling and therefore 429 
more indirect effects.  Figure 5 shows that a significant amount of cycling is indeed being 430 
mediated by the microbial food web components in many of the models in Model Set 2.  Further, 431 
10 out of the 15 models excluded from Model Set 2 had I/D < 1, while only 4/35 had I/D < 1 in 432 
Model Set 2.   433 
4.3 Failures of the Dominance of Indirect Flows Hypothesis in Model Set 2 434 
Despite the tendency for I/D to exceed unity, some of the models in Model Set 2 had 435 
direct flows that exceeded indirect flows.  To investigate these failures we used the idea that 436 
communities that export or bury the products of primary production are typically considered 437 
autotrophic, as these products are less available for heterotrophic use (Duarte and Cedbrián, 438 
1996).  We would expect autotrophic systems to have a higher tendency to fail the dominance of 439 
indirect flows hypothesis as a loss of energy-matter means there is less available for recycling, 440 
thus less indirect flow.  While productivity estimates were not published for all models and we 441 
were not able to use them widely in this work, these ideas are useful in the potential explanation 442 
of the failure of the hypothesis.   443 
The St. Marks seagrass, sites 3 and 4, are two of the four models that reveal an I/D < 1 in 444 
Model Set 2.  These, along with the other two St. Marks sites, provide an example of a system 445 
where the underlying ecology may legitimately contribute to a lack of indirect flow dominance.  446 
A combination of site location and production and cycling measures can help to explain our 447 
findings.  First, the location of these sites can provide useful information.  The sites that exhibit 448 
I>D (Figure 3) are located within the relatively protected Goose Creek Bay (Baird et al., 1998).  449 
The sites that show I<D (Figure 3) are located in more flow-thru areas; site 3 is located within 450 
the mouth of the St. Marks River, and site 4 is located just outside of this mouth (Baird et al., 451 
1998).  Supporting this, site 3 has a low residence time compared to the other sites (Baird et al. 452 
1998).  Looking at production measures, we see that site 3 has greater production and a larger 453 
production/biomass ratio (Baird et al. 1998), indicating that the products of production are likely 454 
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exiting the system and cannot be recycled at that site.  Finally, we also see that the average 455 
system level and microbial food web FCI for sites 1 and 2 is greater than for sites 3 and 4 (Table 456 
1 and Figure 5).  Thus, while the cycling in this system is generally low, there is clearly more 457 
cycling occurring at sites 1 and 2 and a significant portion of this is being mediated by bacterial 458 
decomposition.   459 
Taken together, site 3 is a largely autotrophic community where the products of primary 460 
production are quickly exported from the system and cannot be utilized by the indirect pathways.  461 
Site 4 is located just outside the mouth of the St. Marks River, and while the residence time and 462 
measures of production are not notably different than sites 1 and 2, it can be reasoned that its 463 
proximity to the river, versus the bay, contribute to its likeness to site 3 versus sites 1 and 2 in 464 
regards to cycling and I/D.   In both sites 3 and 4 the use of recycled carbon is not as prevalent, 465 
and therefore the relative role of bacteria in generating TST is not nearly as important. This 466 
diminished role of bacteria at sites 3 and 4 is seen in both the FCI decomposition (Figure 4) and 467 
the average EC (Figure 5).  This congruence further supports the utility of the EC metric (Fann, 468 
2009).  In conclusion, the failure of dominance of indirect flow in sites 3 and 4 of the St. Marks 469 
seagrass system is likely due to the ecological dynamics at these sites.  In addition, the inter-site 470 
comparisons reveal the potential role of bacteria in contributing to the magnitude of indirect 471 
flows. 472 
 The Cypress models (wet and dry) also have I/D < 1.  In this system detritus is largely 473 
buried (Ulanowicz et al., 1997), and thus the use of cycled carbon may not be significant, leading 474 
to diminished indirect flows. Therefore, this site can be considered autotrophic and like St. 475 
Marks seagrass sites 3 and 4.  The representation of the microbial components in this model may 476 
also be problematic.  The microbial food web is compressed into “living POC”, which includes 477 
bacteria, microprotozoans, and zooplankton, and “living sediments”, which includes 478 
bacterioplankton, microfauna, and meiofauna.  This aggregation hinders the ability of the flows 479 
within the microbial food web to contribute to the sum of indirect flows, and therefore may lead 480 
to this sum being smaller than it would be if the microbial food web components were not so 481 
highly aggregated.  However, this suggests that our analytical results are conservative.  This idea 482 
is further supported by Fath (2004) who demonstrated that indirect flows tend to increase with 483 
system size, though our results and those of Baird et al. (2009) do not match.  484 
This extreme aggregation of the microbial food web occurs in other models in which the 485 
I/D >1 (e.g. Graminoids wet and dry) so it may not be the sole cause of I/D < 1.  This suggests 486 
that the manner in which the microbial components are represented may matter, as opposed to 487 
just if they are or are not included in the model.  The detrital fluxes may also be a problem as 488 
flows to detritus are often determined based on the balancing procedure as opposed to 489 
empirically determined (e.g. Baird and Milne, 1981; Baird et al., 1991; Miehls et al., 2009ab).  490 
Similarly, the dynamics within the microbial food web are difficult to determine empirically 491 
(Azam et al., 1983; Baird et al., 2009) and these compartments have not generally been the focus 492 
of many studies.  In sum, the decomposition process and the role of the microbial food web are 493 
to some degree speculation, leading to less confidence in the results presented in Figure 5.  494 
Despite the challenges of representing the microbial food web and detritus, the degree of 495 
variation in the role of the microbial food web we found is supported by the literature (as in Hart 496 
et al., 2000; Sommer et al., 2002) and the results here reinforce the importance of its inclusion in 497 
ecosystem models.   498 
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4.4 Drivers of I/D Variation 499 
 An interesting result of NEA on all 50 ecosystem models is the lack of support for two of 500 
the four NEA hypotheses regarding under which conditions indirect flow intensity should 501 
increase in magnitude.  There was no obvious relationship between indirect flow intensity and 502 
the size of the system and connectance but there is a significant correlation between IFI and both 503 
DFI and FCI.  All four variables are predicted by the algebra of NEA to be positively correlated 504 
with the magnitude of IFI, and Fath (2004) shows a positive relationship between size of the 505 
system and indirect effects using cyber-ecosystems.  However, results garnered from the use of 506 
ecosystem models do not support these hypotheses.  Our results only support the predictions for 507 
DFI and FCI.   508 
Our results are similar to previous studies.  For example, analysis by Baird et al. (2009) 509 
also does not support the predicted relationship between I/D and n.  In addition, in an analysis of 510 
the same data set used here Borrett and Salas (2010) did not find evidence of the predicted 511 
relationship between homogenization and system size and connectance, and marginal support for 512 
the relationship between homogenization and FCI. These results taken together suggest there is 513 
potentially an aspect of real ecosystems that is not being captured in the algebraic predictions 514 
and or the cyber-ecosystem community assembly model (Fath 2004; Fath and Killian 2007).   515 
Fath’s original models (2004) are limited in their ability to reflect real ecosystems because they 516 
are overly simplified.  There are no discernible differences in the species within the defined 517 
functional groups, which is not an accurate reflection of natural systems since we would expect 518 
some sort of niche differentiation.  In addition, the flow values appear to have been randomly 519 
assigned in these networks from a uniform random distribution.  Despite these simplifications, 520 
these models supported Higashi and Patten’s (1989) algebraic hypotheses.  Again, a key 521 
contribution of our work is that we tested the hypotheses on empirically derived ecosystem 522 
models. 523 
4.5 Methodological Challenges 524 
There are limitations of our model database that could influence our results.  These 525 
potential problems largely stem from the subjective nature of model construction.  For example, 526 
our models may be biased due to the limited authorship of the models in our database.  The act of 527 
constructing an ecosystem model entails many decisions that could affect the results of the 528 
analysis (Abarca-Arenas and Ulanowicz, 2002; Allesina et al., 2005; Pinnegar et al., 2005), and 529 
this may bias the overall results if a large percentage of the models are constructed by the same 530 
author or group of authors.  Despite this potential, there is observable variation in the I/D values 531 
for models constructed by the same author (e.g. Baird et al., 1991; Baird et al., 1998), suggesting 532 
that modeling decision bias does not necessarily obscure real ecological differences.  A second 533 
issue is that the models have different aggregation schemes.  Some models such as Lake Findely 534 
(Richey et al., 1978) have an extremely high degree of aggregation while others such as Lake 535 
Oneida (Miehels et al., 2009) have much finer resolution.  These differences in model structure 536 
make it impossible to compare results between models (Baird et al., 1991), and might effect the 537 
overall conclusions of the study.  We doubt, however, that this potential bias would change our 538 
overall results.  Another limitation is our focus on trophically based models; we excluded more 539 
biogeochmically based ecosystem models from this study.  Previous results, however, suggest 540 
that indirect flows are even larger in biogeochemically based ecosystems models (Borrett et al., 541 
2006; Borrett and Osidele, 2007; Borrett et al. 2010), but this remains to be tested in a systematic 542 
fashion.  Lastly, where our sample size of 50 models is the largest assembled, it is still a 543 
relatively small sample. Despite these limitations, we argue that the model database used to test 544 
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our hypotheses is a useful data set that is large enough to provide informative results.  Despite 545 
those issues, we believe that this data is sufficient to address our hypotheses, and these results are 546 
supported by our uncertainty analyses.     547 
5 Conclusions 548 
 In this paper we present evidence that indirect flows tend to dominant direct flows in 549 
ecosystems.  We also demonstrate the importance of including the microbial food web in 550 
ecosystem energy models as this subweb is critical in mediating the flow of carbon in some 551 
ecosystems.  Lastly, we found that our results were robust to error in the flow estimates, 552 
suggesting confidence in our results despite the difficulties of model construction.   553 
Our core contribution with this paper is the demonstration of the generality of the dominance of 554 
indirect effects in empirically derived and trophically based ecosystem networks.  We show that 555 
when significant cycling was present in the model nearly every system examined had indirect 556 
flows dominating direct flows.  These results work in concert with several recent studies to 557 
provide strong support for the hypothesis.  For example, two studies suggest that relaxing the 558 
steady-state assumption of NEA would generate similar results.  Borrett et al. (2006) found that 559 
indirect flows remain dominant in the Neuse River Estuary despite temporal variability, and 560 
Borrett et al. (2010) show that indirect flows develop very rapidly in ecosystems, indicating that 561 
an ecosystem does not need to remain at a certain configuration for long before indirect flows 562 
will be dominant.  This latter conclusion was made using both trophic and biogeochemical 563 
networks, indicating that the results are not restricted to trophically-based ecosystem models, as 564 
is used in this work.  Our findings, in combination with the initial algebra (Higashi and Patten, 565 
1986, 1989), theoretical work (Fath, 2004), and the increasingly common empirical evidence, 566 
provides strong support for the systems ecology hypothesis that indirect flows dominate direct 567 
flows in ecosystems. 568 
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Table 1:  50 empirically derived and trophically-based ecosystem models.  The complete list is 793 
Model Set 1 and models excluded from Model Set 2 are indicated with superscript 1 (no cycling) 794 
and/or superscript 2 (no microbial food web representation). 795 
 796 
797 
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8 Figure Legends 797 
 798 
Figure 1:  Hypothetical example ecosystem network with n = 4.  A) Information regarding who 799 
is connected to whom in the network is in the adjacency matrix, A.  The actual amount of energy 800 
flowing between the nodes is found in the flow matrix, F.  Energy being transported across the 801 
system boundary into the nodes is represented in , and energy exiting the system across the 802 
boundary is in .  B) Direct flow intensity is represented in G, and is the percentage of energy 803 
each node receives directly from each other node.  When G is raised to a power m, the resulting 804 
matrices represent the indirect flow intensity between the nodes over all the paths of length m.   805 
      806 
Figure 2:  Indirect/direct (I/D) flow ratio for 50 empirically derived and trophically-based 807 
ecosystem models.  Black bars are networks composing Model Set 2, those models that satisfy 808 
the second set of criteria of cycling structure and representation of the microbial food web.  809 
Extension of bars beyond I/D = 1 indicates indirect flow dominance.  The range of uncertainty 810 
between maximum and minimum values generated from our Monte-Carlo type uncertainty 811 
analysis is indicated for each model by the error bars.  A few of these values have been 812 
previously published using an alternate calculation: 1Jørgensen and Fath 2007; 3Baird et al. 2007; 813 
4Borrett et al (2010).  Only one value has been published using the calculation we use here: 814 
2Borrett et al. (2006). 815 
 816 
Figure 3: Test of the relationship between indirect flow intensity (IFI) and (a) system size, n, (b) 817 
connectance, C, (c) direct flow intensity, DFI, and (d) Finn Cycling Index, FCI.  There is no 818 
significant linear relationship between IFI and system size (r2 = 0.069; p = 0.066) and 819 
connectance (r2 = 0.022; p = 0.31). 820 
 821 
Figure 4: Rank order percentage of Finn Cycling Index (FCI) that is mediated by components of 822 
the microbial food web in the ecosystem models in Model Set 2. 823 
 824 
Figure 5:  Average Environ Centrality for St. Marks seagrass system, site 1 (a, b), site 2 (c, d), 825 
site 3 (e), and site 4 (f).  Average Environ Centrality is the percentage of TST mediated by each 826 
node.  The nodes are ranked on the x-axis from highest to lowest Average Environ Centrality, 827 
with the three highest ranking nodes indicated.  828 
829 
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